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Leonard Peltier is Innocent Fashion Show

Leonard Peltier is Innocent Fashion Show!
On behalf of Leonard Peltier and the Leonard Peltier Defense Committee we would like to thank Vivienne Westwood for her support and fashion show- "Leonard Peltier is Innocent!"
Please see photos from the fashion show!
Click here for more details
Leonard Peltier Defense Committee
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Paris Runway Report: Vivienne Westwood
"Leonard Peltier is innocent..."

(VARIS) 64-year-old designer Vivienne Westwood did not shy away from bold political statements in her collection today, presenting theatrical clothes inspired by Greek themes and the case of American Indian activist Leonard Peltier, who was
convicted of killing two FBI agents in 1975. Models sported buttons reading ‘Innocent’, and Westwood was quoted as saying, "Leonard Peltier is innocent. He's been in jail for 30 years now."
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